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A Grammar of Arta: A Philippine Negrito Language 
 

Yukinori Kimoto 
 
This dissertation is a comprehensive description of Arta, an Austronesian language spoken by 10 
native speakers and 35–45 second-language speakers primarily in Quirino province, northern Luzon, 
in the Philippines. Arta is an isolate language within the northern Luzon subgroup of 
Malayo-Polynesian languages in Austronesian. As a prelude to the grammatical description, Chapter 
1 offers ethnographic and sociolinguistic descriptions of the language as well as some consderations 
about the mechanism of the language switch that occurred after the in-migration of Austronesian 
people to the Philippine archipelago.  
 
Chapter 2 presents synchronic phonology (§2.1) and the diachronic development of phonological 
structure from Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (§2.2).  After providing consonant and vowel inventories, 
the synchronic part claims the following phonological features in Arta: (i) glides best characterized 
as consonants rather than diphthongs, (ii) conditions that determine allophonic variations of /i/ and 
/u/, and (iii) the pivotal role the mora plays in predicting the allomorphy of some phenomena. In the 
diachronic part, reflexes of PMP consonants and vowels are identified. Some of the notable sound 
changes that have taken place are the complete loss of *h and *q, the sporadic loss of *k, *R > /r/, 
and the merger of *d, *j and *z into /d/. New phonemes /e/ and /o/ developed through two kinds of 
fusion: *a+i > /e:/ and *a+u > /o:/, respectively. Although the accentual system seen in some other 
Philippine languages has been lost in Arta, the language developed the contrast of short versus long 
vowels through compensatory lengthening and vowel fusion. 
 
In Chapter 3, morphological structure in Arta is examined in great detail. First, in order to delimit 
the morphological study here, free word, clitic, and affix were defined based on several diagnostic 
tests in terms of phonological and morphosyntactic aspects. Morphological processes are examined 
concerning reduplication, infixation, prefixation, and suffixation; except for suffixes, each 
morphological process has lexicalized (fossilized) and grammatical types. Morphological 
combinations cause phonological alternations, major types of which are nasal assimilation and 
consonant gemination attested in verbal prefixes. 
 
Chapter 4 outlines some basic aspects of Arta grammar, including morphological typology, word 
order, word classes, and the case-marking system. §4.1 observes that, though Arta has an 
agglutinating morphology, the degree of synthesis is low in that the concepts that would otherwise 
be encoded in inflections, such as person, number, definiteness, negation, and so forth, are expressed 
by independent words or enclitics in Arta. In §4.2, Arta is shown to have a predicate-initial language, 
with some typological anomalies in adjectival and adverbial modification. In §4.3, in spite of the 
apparent fluid nature of word classes in Arta, it is argued that noun, verb, and adjective classes can 
be identified based on several semantic and morphosyntactic criteria. Functional words are in 
addition classified into the three categories: nominal-related, and clause-related categories, as well as 
a multi-functional word ligature. Finally, in §4.4, based on the distribution of the verbal affix and the 
nominal marker, supposed transitive clauses are shown to be extended intransitive clauses, which 



suggests that Arta has an ergative alignment. 
 
Chapter 5 describes nouns and functional categories (functors) appearing in nominals: person form, 
demonstrative, nominal marker, and specificity marker. In §5.1, it is shown that nouns encode a 
large number of concepts such as spatial relation, property and so forth which would be encoded by 
adjectives or prepositions in other languages. Nouns are classified according to the semantic type, 
which is particularly responsible for the compatibility with the possessive construction. In §5.2, 
person forms are examined from semantic, morphological, diachronic viewpoints. Bound person 
forms in Arta are arguably identifiable as “cross-index” rather than pronoun or agreement marker. 
Person forms have an eight-way opposition: first person, second person, first-second person, and 
third person, each having the singular vs. plural opposition. Absolutive bound forms can be divided 
into two types in terms of their morphophonemic and syntactic distributions, which is best explained 
by the fact that they have their origin in different historical sources. §5.3 looks at demonstratives, 
and provides a brief description of their morphosyntactic behavior, and a detailed analysis of the 
semantic opposition between the proximal, medial, and distal series of demonstratives. Proximal and 
the other two series differ in physical accessibility; distal and the first two series differ in epistemic 
accessibility. §5.4 describes nominal markers and their various functions, and discussed the 
motivation for the term “nominal marker”. Finally, §5.5 touches on three specificity markers, the 
primary function shared by them being identifiability on the speaker’s part (i.e. specificity). 
 
In Chapter 6, adjectives and related constructions are examined. It is shown that adjectives differ 
from potentive verbs both morphologically and semantically. In a noun-modifying construction, 
adjectives and other relational concepts precede non-relational or less relational concepts/nouns. The 
latter half of the chapter dealt with quantifiers such as relative quantifiers, evaluational quantifiers, 
and numerals. Numbers are expressed by the combination of numerals, ligature a, and coordinator 
aydi:; numerals also have some morphologically complex including ordinal numbers, distributives, 
and frequentatives. 
 
Chapter 7 considers argument structures in Arta and the nature of the absolutive argument as a pivot. 
The description of argument structure presupposes the distinction of an argument and an adjunct. 
Some diagnostic tests suggest that the distinction has no clear-cut boundary, but they form a 
continuum from central participants to peripheral settings in relation to the event. What is addressed 
here is non-canonical argument structures without an absolutive argument. Such non-canonical cases 
are observed when the clause describes meteorological states/events, locations, and negative 
existentials. The following section deals with the syntactic functions and the conceptual motivations 
of an absolutive argument. After differentiating two types of syntactic ergativity, intra-clausal and 
inter-clausal types, it is shown that these two types differ in the possibility of possessor ascension.  
 
Chapter 8 examines the morphosyntax of verbs with a special focus on the functions of verbalizing 
affixes. After the definition and subclasses of verbalizing affixes presented in §8.1, §8.2–8.3 
examine the dynamic transitive and intransitive verbs, followed by the description of potentive verbs 
(§8.4) and stative verbs (§8.5). Finally, the causative formation with pa- is examined in §8.6. 
Dynamic verbs have the largest number of affix oppositions with transitive and intransitive 



subclasses, and in each subclass one of the significant differences involves the degree of 
affectedness on the participant(s). Potentive verbs also consist of one intransitive affix maka- and 
three transitive affixes ma-, ma- -an and me:-, and the semantic difference among the latter three 
affixes are parallel with the one attested in the dynamic transitive affixes. Stative verbs are formed 
with one of the two affixes tiC- and manga:-, again differentiated by the varying degree of 
affectedness on the participant. 
 
Chapter 9 provides the morphosyntactic and semantic analyses of functors and constructions related 
to verbs and single clauses. §9.1 describes the verb-modifying construction which employs dynamic, 
potentive, and stative verbs and adjectives as modifiers, as well as a phrasal modifier and 
multi-modal modifiers with gestures. §9.2 deals with the tense and aspect system; it is argued that 
the tense system in Arta is primarily oriented to the absolute time reference. §9.3 explores three 
paradigmatically opposed enclitics =tep, =pa, and =di, and it is shown that they differ with respect 
to the construals they impose on the situation to be described. §9.4 deals with epistemic modality 
encoded by two types of construction: independent words occurring in the preverbal position within 
the clause, and enclitics that normally attach to the predicate. Finally, in §9.5, various types of 
negation are described. In particular, two negators awan and bangat reflect two modes of negation, 
the comparison between p and the contradictory situation ~p or between p and a different situation q. 
 
Chapter 10 describes the structure of complex sentences in Arta. In §10.1, complement clause is 
defined according to the criteria provided by Dixon, followed by the description of the 
morphological regularity/irregularity of the complement-taking verbs and the semantic range that 
complement-taking verbs may cover. §10.2 examines the syntax and semantics (and pragmatics) of 
adverbial clauses. They are classified into the clauses introduced by (i) subordinate conjunctions, (ii) 
conjunctions of prepositional origin, (iii) conjunctions of adverbial origin, and (iv) conjunctions of 
complement-taking-verb origin. Each item is described in greater details with reference to the 
instances in discourse. In §10.3, the structure of content question and the usage of interrogative 
pronouns are briefly examined. Finally, in §10.4, coordinations of NPs and clauses are described. 
NPs are normally coordinated with the conjunction aydi:. Clauses are coordinated in five 
constructions, and these constructions differ according to the possibility of raising, the obligatoriness 
of shared argument(s), the number of intonation units, and the possibility of subordination/ 
topicalization within the second conjunct. 
 
Finally, Chapter 11 summarizes the findings in this dissertation and states its contributions to 
Austronesian linguistics and linguistic theory.  The present study has been made possible by 
adopting some theoretical approaches such as cognitive linguistics and discourse-functional 
linguistics. Adopting key ideas such as gradient nature of grammatical categories, frame or 
profile/base relation, usage-based model, and multimodal analysis has successfully revealed some 
unknown empirical facts in Philippine languages, including the functions and meanings of 
tense-aspect system, phasal enclitics, demonstratives, and subordinate conjunctions. This chapter is 
concluded by the statement of further issues to be addressed. Some undescribed particles including 
some pragmatic second-position enclitics and interjections should be examined, and an extensive 
collection of Arta lexicon will be made to compile an Arta dictionary.  




